


Paula Crevoshay's writhing brooch features the Eye of Ra - a symbol used to represent the ancient Egyptian goddess Ra -
depicted in sapphires, apatites and fire opals.

But what exactly are these jewels doing in a natural history museum where you
would be more likely to !nd fossils or child-friendly dinosaur displays? Artist
and jeweler Paula Crevoshay explains: “I see my art as the vehicle explaining the
science of gemology and geology. Over decades my work has focused on "ora
and fauna, and I want to preserve these specimens for eternity – to create a time
capsule.” 

Approximately 50 detail-perfect jewels of insects, "owers and animals, some
real, some imagined, are included in the exhibition, forming a rainbow bridge
between the worlds of mineralogy, zoology and art. It is a bridge that visitors will
unknowingly cross as they admire the puzzlingly intricate details of a butter"y
or passion "ower while innately drinking in an appreciation for gemology and
geology – and maybe even a wonder for gem-carving. A special emphasis is
placed on the array of gemstones originating from the USA, including
Californian and Maine tourmalines and Montana sapphires, and their
astounding transformation in the hands of skilled American stone carvers.
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Paula Crevoshay has used faceted water opals to mimic the iridescent wingtips of a damselfly in this delicate depiction of the
natural world - a constant source of inspiration for Crevoshay.

For decades, gem collectors and those in the know have admired Crevoshay’s
work not only for its exquisitely sensitive artistry but its ability to invoke wonder.
Gold and minerals capture the improbable lightness of a damsel"y, the majesty
of a mythical writhing octopus or the sculptural genius of a thistle. Her jewels
forge a link between earth and life with the lightest of touches.
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Pink tourmalines and purple enamel form an anatomically correct wavy thistle in Paula Crevoshay's writhing brooch.

Crevoshay has always seen jewelry as an art form: “On my watch I want to
declare jewelry as a !ne art discipline, not just a craft,” states Crevoshay. And
museum curators have taken note. Her !rst museum commission was in 2007
when the Smithsonian asked her to create a jewel out of a donation of Montana
sapphires, which resulted in the Conchita butter"y brooch that is now
permanently on display in Washington. Her 2013 exhibition entitled ‘Garden of
Light’ at the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh was next, followed by a ‘Beyond
Color’ collection created to celebrate the opening of the jewelry wing at
Kentucky’s Headley Whitney Museum.
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The Jewellery Editor is for sale

Help us make the future bright

The scintillating beauty of the jewels not only reminds us of the frailty of nature
and our duty to preserve it, but how all life evolved from the same elements. If
that sounds like a tall order, a visit to this fresh take on mineral wonders may
just change your mind.

Entry to The Art of the Jewel: the Crevoshay Collection at the Natural History
Museum Los Angeles County (https://nhm.org/site/explore-exhibits/special-
exhibits/crevoshay) is free of charge with paid admission to the museum. The
exhibition runs from 7 December 2017 - 12th May 2018.

Crevoshay: The Art of Jewel book of the exhibition is available from Amazon
(https://www.amazon.com/Art-Jewel-Paula-
Crevoshay/dp/0988672324/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1542655382&sr=8-
3&keywords=paula+crevoshay) for $69.95
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Since founding The Jewellery Editor in 2010, we have grown our digital

magazine to be the number one global source of information and inspiration for

!ne jewellery and luxury watches.

3,500 articles, 150 videos with over 5 million views and a reach of over 2 million

per month on social media later, we have offered unparalleled and highly

respected coverage of our sector. However, despite our editorial success, we are

!nancially struggling as an independent publisher.

Entirely funded, owned and run by Christine and Maria in London, we are now

looking to sell The Jewellery Editor so that it can continue to grow. As e-

commerce becomes a priority in our industry, we believe there is huge potential

for engaging editorial content and are seeking a buyer who shares our values

and passion so that under their guidance we can give a bright future to the

platform and help us grow our business to the next stage.

If you are interested to discuss the above, please contact

Christine@thejewelleryeditor.com (mailto:christine@thejewelleryeditor.com)

Alternatively, if you are willing to help, you can donate so that in the meantime,

we can continue to publish more interesting content.

MAKE A CONTRIBUTION

Terms and conditions (/terms-and-conditions/contributions/?

article_slug=paula-crevoshay-exhibition-los-angeles-art-of-the-jewel-natural-

history-museum)

MARIA DOULTON

(/about-us/team/#author_7)
A!er many years as a freelance journalist and editor specialising in watches
and jewellery, together with Christine Pasquier, Maria founded The Jewellery
Editor. Maria’s work appears in a wide variety of notable publications,
including the Financial Times, Intelligent Life, Telegraph ...
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